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Access, Location and Ownership

Access to properties can be gained in 2 ways.

Route # l (USING ATV)

From Sudbury, you would drive east on Hwy. 17 for 31 km. to Kukagami Lake road. 

Turn onto Kukagami Lake Road and follow it for 11.1 km. to an abandoned CNR line, 

now part of the Trans Canada Trail. Use ATV and drive eastward for about 5 km to the 

old railway station at Crerar and, about 100 meters beyond, a sharp reverse trail winds 

through the bush, (road rough) and over sections of the old corduroy road. At about 3A 

mile south of Crerar you pass into Wolverine Exploration Claim 1199038, this being part 

of an old feldspar quarry, About 200 meters along, you swing left (eastward), past a 

camp on a pater ted lot. Continue eastward along the lake and near the east end of the 

lake there is an open area and a recent road leading north. Follow this for about 1,000 

meters, and you are in Claim 1199037, Wolverine Exploration. The vein lies south of the 

road and on both sides of a marsh, (possible fault zone).

Route #2 - by truck in dry seasons

From Sudbury drive east on Hwy. 17 to the Markstay turn off. Turn left (north), and 

follow the Old North Road for approximately 30 km.. At the Crerar Road junction turn 

left, then northward towards a microwave tower. This road is in good condition till 

beyond the tower. Water may cover the road in a couple spots, until upgraded, stay in 

centre through any water covered sections and you will arrive at east end of the lake. The 

road to the pegmetites and garnets is approximately 100+ meters S-SE of end of above 

lake, running E-NE for approximately 3A of a mile.

II



Ownership

Claim 1199037 (Davis - Silica Project), and Claim 1199038 ( Uughnn 1-eldspar 

Quarry-) are held jointly 5007b by Wolverine Exploration (Dave Hanes ) of Sudbury and 

50Vo Marlcnc Carr of Sudbury.^^^

Location of Claims



Prospecting - Pre - Staking

Loughrin — Wednesday, September 17, 2003

On Wednesday, September 17, 2003 Dave Hanes, Wolverine Exploration and Support 

Geologist Marc Geaudreau, Resident Geologists Office Sudbury M.N.D.M. set out on a 

day field trip to north Loughrin Twp..

Objective of this field trip was to try and locate 2 mineral sites, one, a Kyanite location, 

S. W. of Wolverine Claim 1199038, (an old feldspar quarry), disclosed to Marc by Mike 

Cosec, Resident Geologist for Sudbury, supposedly on the shore of a horseshoe shaped 

lake.

The other, a garnet location as mentioned in, ODM - Vol. XLVIII, Part X, 1939. Page 

13, approximately 3A mile south of Ess Creek station.(Geology of the Ashigami Lake 

Area.)

We noted on the road in to the sites, a narrow (2 R.+) vein of white quartz cutting the 

crest of a hill on the road. A brief examination showed much fracturing on the exposed 

surface, (Glaciation + bulldozer, grading and local traffic ?). It had a directional strike of 

roughly E-W, wiith the west end striking to a small lake. We did not try to locate the vein 

off the road and filed it for a later date. Need to take OPS co-ordinates and determine if 

vein is within open ground.

Driving onto a forest road heading east, north-east, Marc drove to the end of the road, 

about 1,200 meters and turned the Ministry vehicle around and off the road.

From the end of the road to the edge of the marsh is about 200+ meters. At some point
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(if needed), a more direct path - trail needs to be opened up as this area is criss crossed 

with skidder trails, and tops of cut trees making travel very difficult and time consuming.

The garnet location is about 1,100 meters east, along the Twp. boundary (Loughrin - 

Davis), on top of a ridge, (old report).

Moving southerly along the marsh, we found a dry enough area to cross over. From the 

western shore a segmented ridge, some 30 - 40 metes, high can be seen through the trees. 

Just to jump ahead somewhat, forest cover within the area by us today is quite varied, in 

reference to the recently cut, forest on the east of the narrow marsh. There are a variety 

of deciduous; Maples, Oaks, Birch, Poplar from small to mature (14-18"diameter). 

Coniferous run from small Spruce, Pine to very large beautiful straight White and Red 

Pine. It is awesome to see these mature, magnificent pines towering high above the 

forest floor, a sight becoming more scarce with each passing year. There appears to be an 

abundance of large game, Moose, Bear, judging by the beds and fresh tracks and 

droppings.

Now, back to the real world. Crossing to the east side of the marsh, we began an 

examination of what proved to be a series of N-S trending dykes and, or distinctly 

separate veins.

Discovering a large vein of garnetiferous material, a zone on a pegmatite dyke of quartz 

and albite feldspar somewhat changes the primary reason for this trip.

The southern end, (about 10 meters) is a zone of garnet bearing mica. Some areas of 

surface material is badly weathered and the large garnets (up to 3" diameter) are quite
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impure. It is possible that more solid garnet could be obtained inside the dyke. 

Contacting the garnet -schist zone is an admixture of Quartz- Feldspar (Albite) which, as 

we examined northward on the dyke became almost solely white quartz in segmented 

sections. Still northward (see sketch) the dyke is now almost totally Albite Feldspar 

(white) and several samples were collected by Marc Geaudreau for possible SEM test to 

evaluate the Albite as a high end albite feldspar. The dyke is quite extensive and if 

results are of a positive nature, then, another zone of Industrial Mineral may have been 

located.

Approximately 40 meters north of the first area of Mica - Garnet, I descended to the 

edge of the marsh and as I turned towards the ridge I noticed a band of coarse, weathered 

biotite mica and some very large garnets. Along the base of the ridge 2-3 meters high 

there are root like structures of solid mica with "knobs" of garnets protruding from them, 

some garnets being l - 1+ inches across. These garnets in close contact with the dyke 

(albite) appear to be of better quality than the zone first observed. One example of garnet 

that I gave to Marc was close to 4" diameter. Another garnet, about 2" diameter that I 

broke from the wall split in half and when cleaned at home, showed several inclusions of 

Chalcopyrite, also small zones of ruby red and clear garnet. These garnets are of the 

variety Almandine. They are heavy; S.G 4.32 and a Hardness of 6.5 - 7.5.

Some garnets that are of a very solid nature have an almost Ruby Silver sheen to them.

Several complete garnets from 2" to about 3 !4" in diameter were taken home, cleaned 

and then put in groups according to size. 3 of each size range were then weighed to
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determined consistency for size - weight.

Size Range Weight

2-2 YA" diameter approximately l Ib.
2 y*" diameter approximately l .25 Ib.

3-3 1A" diameter approximately l .75 - 2 Ib.

The most notable variation in weight is in the 3 - 3 1/2" diameter garnets. This 

difference is caused by the different crystal structure, the sharper crystals being 

somewhat lighter when compared to the more rounded, fuller crystals with similar 

dimensions.

Garnets can also be found within the overburden along the ridge and can probably be 

followed downward. At a point about 10+ meters northward, the dyke ends with a near 

vertical face on the north end. Here there is a break in the dyke and about 10-12 meters 

of backwater marsh covers the interval. Opposite side of this break, the dyke reappears. 

The main mineral of this part of the dyke remains albite although, there appears to be an 

unknown, (at this time) rock type under a portion of the feldspar. This end of the dyke is 

about S+ meters wide x 20 meters long and a height of about S+ meters. A quick glance 

around this part of the marsh - pond northward and westward indicates the presence of 

several more pegmatites, mainly feldspar, quartz and biotite mica.

By now we were about 15 meters into Davis Twp. and a large marshy area lay ahead of 

us so we turned east and climbed to the top of the high ridge, (about 50 meters) and 

located the Twp. line.

On top of the ridge on bald rock, we spotted a marker which we mistook for a boundary

marker.
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I took a OPS position and now realize that this is an old picket as Boundary markers tend 

to be about 3 feet or less high and inscribed on N 8c S sides.

Most outcrops or exposures were of a fine grain schist and gneiss. We moved eastward 

and when we approached the "Approximate" garnet location there did not appear to be 

any rock exposures, this part of the forest being quite level and open.

Since no exact location was in the old report, we decided to explore in a southerly 

direction. We examined what few outcrops we saw and located no garnet bearing zones 

in the gneisses and schist. As we were approaching a pond and getting on in the day, we 

turned west - and northerly. A large exposure looked like it was possibly pegmatic and 

we stopped took a break, then Marc took some photos and examined the rock which was 

indeed, a mainly white feldspar pegmatite. I took a OPS position on this exposure also 

and then we proceeded across a wet, marshy gulley and struck a northwest direction.

Climbing down a step, 3 meter high ridge, I noticed 2 almost flat lying exposures ahead 

of us. I asked Marc to check out one while I checked the other. The one I examined was 

fairly flat with a vertical ridge, about l meter on the west side. A sample I broke off was 

a very clean and sharp structured, with small, (to l cm) bright garnets. Meanwhile Marc 

was examining the other exposure, some 20 meters east of me and hollered for me to 

come and take a look. The exposure Marc was examining was about 10 meters wide x 20 

meters long and a l meter drop on the east end. The east end had a line of large garnets 

from one end to the other. There appears to be no prior prospecting in the vicinity. Some 

of the garnets are quite large, 3 - 4" diameter.
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The garnets along the rim are in a very coarse, weathered Mica Schist. Some garnets 

show crystal faces and at present, quality is unknown. The better formed crystals could 

be of interest as "specimens" for collectors.

Digging between the ridge and an upright plated section in loose, reddish soil, I was 

able to dig out over 2 dozen garnets lying loose in the soil. We retrieved several to take 

with us from about 2 Yz" to 4" in diameter. About 2 feet down I uncovered 2 large 

garnets in Mica. These garnets appear to be about 6" diameter.

More work would be needed to dig these out without breaking and time is running out. 

I reburied the loose garnets with soil for a future date.

Just north of this garnet bearing exposure we located a large irregular boulder of white 

quartz and an exposure of poor quality pegmatite, consisting of white feldspar, quartz and 

mica. Packing up we headed back to the ministry truck. We arrived back at my place 

about 8:00 PM.
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Note Regarding Loughrin Pegmatite, Garnets

Loughrin — September 26, 2003

l had intended to stake a least 2 units in the vicinity of the pegmatites that Marc 

Geaudreau and I had discovered on Sept. 17, 2003. In a conversation with Marc, he had 

been informed that different sampling procedures for Albite need to be followed. Some 

testing on our samples was completed. There could be impurities within the feldspar to 

degrade it from being of pure enough for commercial application.

More sampling and also analysis is to be completed to cover Rare Elements.

An observation that has been made in reference to the direction of known veining, 

dykes and glaciated exposures is seen in many locations.

The pegmatite on Claim 1199038 and the garnet bearing schist have a directional strike 

of E -W and in some instances, just slightly north 5-10 degrees of due east. This is 

quite evident in the garnet schist near the bottom (south) part of the feldspar quarry on 

Claim 1199038. Here a seam of weathered garnet schist runs eastward from the beaver 

pond, crosses the road and resurfaces on the main lake at the WP to post No. 2.

At the east end of the lake, about 800+ meters from the WP For No. 2 post, there is a 

band of garnet in a very hard schist of gneiss striking E - W, this band is glaciated and 

quite smooth with some small garnets protruding above the gneiss - schist. For the most 

part, the garnets observed are quite small, to l .5 cm and of a very dull luster, some 

showing crystal faces.

According to OPS positions there is about a 48 meter deviation (N of E) from west to
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east, over a distance of approximately 1,000 meters.

Eastward into Loughrin we come to a N - S trending marsh, beaver pond. The west 

side consists of low lying schist, gneiss and an impure outcrop of pegmatite material 

inside Davis Twp. approximately 30 meters.

The marsh in close proximity to the Twp. Line is about 40 meters to 50 meters wide. It 

could be that this N - S gap is a fault that extends to the Ess Creek Fault or is a part of the 

South Ess Creek Fault.

The east shore for about 150 meters consists of 4 distinct units, running NE - SW about 

10-15 degrees. These lie at the base of a near vertical ridge rising some 30 to 50 meters 

in height. See Sketch: Peg-Gt. -l

There is a distinct change in direction form W - E to a mainly N - S direction.
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Field Trip

Loughrin - Pegmatites - September 26, 2003

On Friday, September 26, 2003, myself (Dave Hanes) and helper, Adam Carr arrived at 

the gate into Wolverine Exploration Claim 1199037 at 9:00 AM.. Gate and signs are still 

up.

We then turned around and went to the pegmatite zone eastward and parked the ATV 

near end of drivable trail. To access the area of interest I need to have a marked, more 

direct route through the bush to the marsh. Should I determine to stake, then a better 

access can be bulldozed in, (Only after staking). After brushing out and flagging to the 

marsh, we crossed over a very unstable beaver damn to the pegmatite - garnet zones. I 

showed Adam the different rock types and the2 different garnet zones. At the south end 

of the main elongated exposure, I put Adam to work clearing some brush and an old dead 

tree so I could examine the garnet bearing schist and open it up to evaluate garnet quality. 

I went north to the garnet location at the base of a ridge and dipping into the marsh - 

pond.

The garnets here (GT-1) range from ^" to 2 Vi" +. Garnets are in coarse, micaseous 

schist, lying in vertical seams, capped by fine grained mica schist and Pegmatite.

A couple of the garnets from this zone when split in half, show chalcopyrite 

mineralization and l, a central core of chalcopyrite. One has a muscovite "skin", an inner 

"halo" of dark gray, a reddish "fruit" zone and a "core" of chalcopyrite, making it an 

unusual mineral "specimen". I extracted a few specimens to clean and examine. Next l
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went to the north, near the township line and an old L.P. Just around the gap is a N-S 

trending marsh about 10 meters wide that separates the pegmatite from the cliff. Turning 

southward, I began to examine the wall of the cliff and soon noticed dark nodules 

protruding from the wall in a seam about 2-3 meters high. Closer examination revealed 

garnets of various sizes, up to l 1A - 2" diameters in a band of mica and much garnet 

rock. See Photos.

Southward about 15 meters I located a vein of well formed red garnets, covered with a 

layer of reddish soil and moss covering. Garnets are small 1-2 cm in diameter, and very 

abundant, and just a little farther south, more garnet. No in depth examination is going to 

be done until staking is completed.

Then, an evaluation for garnet would be done, along with potential for the pegmatite 

minerals.

I then returned to were Adam was working, (about 2 hours). I was surprised to see the 

amount of work he had done. The tree across the exposure was removed, brush and 

much moss and dirt was now gone and a large area now wide open for me to closely 

examine the exposure.

Inside the coarse, weathered mica, fresh silvery mica was exposed and garnets were 

removed. Garnets range from about V^" to over 3" with several intergrowth^ and twins. 

Also, some small garnet crystals in finer mica schist have some slender blades of opaque 

to grey-blue Kyanite Crystals. For mineral collectors, this would be a bonus.

After picking a few samples and packing them in backpacks, I decided to prospect
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southward towards a beaver pond. Before doing this, I took Adam to show him the 

garnets "in place" on the cliff face and the vein of good quality garnets. Not really very 

knowledgeable in the world of mineral, he proved to be more than just a very good 

worker.

Walking southward to the beaver pond we had not seen any more garnet or pegmatite.

About 25 meters west, on exposed bedrock extending into the pond, I noticed very odd 

shaped, white markings. At first, I believed them to be bird (sea-gull) droppings. The 

more I looked the odder they looked so I decided to cross the beaver dam and take a 

closer look. What they turned out to be is white feldspar (Albite?) in odd narrow, 

irregular veins and veinlets., "see the photos".

Returning back across the dam, I noticed an ochre colored bedrock exposure at the edge 

of the marsh. Breaking off a piece, I realized that this was the indicator rock that Marc 

and I had seen in close proximity to Garnets only a week earlier.

I told Adam that I was going to check the area for garnets. He suggested he would 

check the east side of the pond.

Looking across at the steep, bald shoreline, I did not hold much hope for garnets unless 

they were farther east. I decided to let him go and advised him to be careful on the ridge. 

Northward, there appeared to be an area of weathered rock and reddish soil. Digging into 

the soil, I started to uncover loose garnets up to l 1A" diameter. They were badly
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weathered and of a very inferior quality throughout.

A short time later, I heard Adam call out that there were some garnets, similar to the 

ones I showed him on the wall of the cliff further north near GT-O.

I recorded a OPS position (renamed GT-3) and proceeded to were Adam was pulling 

back a moss - dirt carpet from a beautiful vein of well formed garnets. These for the 

most part had good crystal faces and pink to deep burgundy color. We followed the vein 

southward, along a ledge which dropped vertically into the pond.

We now had a rough length (Not followed to ends) of the vein. The garnets were from 

about '/2 cm to 2 cm diameter. At a joint in the vein, the garnets were larger - up to 

approximately 4 cm in diameter.

Soon we discovered on the ground and within the overburden   "plate" of silvery to 

black mica, encrusted all around, on both sides with well formed red garnets. These 

irregular shaped plates ranged from saucer to bread to dinner up to and exceeding platter 

size.

We collected a couple small ones and l larger, triangular shaped, 20 pound piece.

In my opinion, Adam's keen eye and ability to learn new thing were instrumental in his 

finding this garnet exposure,  Excellent!

l took some photos and a GPS position (Now GT-4). We packed up, returned and 

picked up our other gear and samples. Now, loaded down, we returned the nearly 200 

meters to the ATV. This has been an excellent day. We arrived in Sudbury about 6:15

PM.
End of Trip 
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October l, 2003 Loughrin Twp. - Peg. GT

On Wednesday October l, 2003, Dave Hanes and Marlene Carr drove to Loughrin Twp. to 

examine and further evaluate several pegmatites and garnet bearing zones east of a forest road, 

approximately l .5 km east of the old feldspar quarry, now staked under Wolverine 

Exploration, Claim 1199038.

We spent the day examining and sampling what appear to be Pegmatite dykes with a 

30 - 40 degree strike SW - NE, these being on the east side of a series of ponds and marshes, 

possibly paralleling a minor fault that extends northward to Ess Creek and a major EW fault. 

West of the ponds, the pegmatites have a more E-W strike. Details of activities will be plotted 

on to a Map to cover 2003 Assessment work.

My hope is to locate pegmatites with segregated, large quantities of white feldspar, 

(var. albite) and possible zones of Quartz with a high enough SiO2 content and volume to 

make it worthwhile to hand sort.

To determine the approximately extent of the various pegmatites, and categorize the type, 

then a very extensive mapping and testing of all exposures and outcrops would have to be 

completed. Only after staking and establishing tie in points could this type of mapping be 

accomplished as there are a great number of outcrops to examine. One fact is quite apparent 

and continues to act as an indicator. The discovery of a pegmatite or garnet zone will be in 

contact with of in very close proximity to the other. It has been explained to me by Marc 

Gaudreau (Geologist - MNDM), that all sizeable albite exposures need to be tested to 

determine whether or not they are fertile on infertile exposures and that because this is a
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Metamorphic Zone, not all pegmatites are consistent. So far, the pegmatites we examined 

today have 3 basic mineral components, Quartz, feldspar (var. albite) and varying amounts of 

biotite mica.

NOTE: The pegmatites that I am more familiar with, those of the Bancroft Area, I class as 

"dirty" pegmatites, containing a much broader and variable suite of major minerals and 

accessory minerals. Besides the main minerals, many of the pegmatites contain radioactive 

minerals, usually associated with Apatatite, Titanite, Hornblende and Mica. Bancroft is 

famous for it's variety of minerals (Mineral Capital of Canada), and nearly all come in Crystal 

form, from tiny "micros" to much larger xls which adorn the shelves and cabinets of collectors 

and museums around the world.

When prospecting in this particular area, one needs to search for pegmatites with sortable 

albite and quartz while on the other hand we may encounter pegmatites that are deemed fertile 

and tests may be necessary to determine the possible content of rare elements.

Several pegmatites contain varying amounts of Albite, mixed with Quartz and in some cases 

quartz veining. Others form a "capping" or distinct contact with gneiss or schist, some with 

varying amounts of almandine garnet. There appears to be, on the east side of the ponds, 

marsh, 2 bands of garnets striking N-NE, separated by a gulley of marshy substance of about 

10+meters wide. See Map. Loughrin — Peg - GT -

One band of garnets is in a compact mica schist with the garnets being from lcm to 2 Vz - 3" 

in diameter. The other is a vein along the face of the ridge, the garnets herein being in a 

quartz - mica schist and of a good red to red - brown color with good crystal faces. Most are
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l - 2 cm in size and with care can be extracted from the matrix or broken into small mineral 

samples with several crystals within the quartz - mica matrix. So far, based on our limited 

prospecting, there are many pegmatites and garnet zones to examine at a future date.

We brought out several samples of Quartz, Albite and garnet bearing "plates". Based on 

prospecting observations prior to and including today, I feel staking ground here is warranted. 

I would like to spend at least one more day, working eastward to test the possibility of 

extending the pegmatite and garnets.

End of Trip.
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October 21.2003 - Loughrin Peg-GT.

I have decided to prospect farther east, along and south of the Loughrin - Davis Twp. line. 

As soon as my helper is available,   within a week, I am going to stake at least 2 claims to 

cover ground I have done some preliminary prospecting on.

Today, Dave Hanes and Marlene Carr drove by, by van and ATV to the end of the bush road, 

near our work area. Taking our gear, we crossed the marsh and proceeding eastward over 

some low hills, we came to a large marsh which is shown on the claim map as a lake (pond).

A quick glance at the shoreline around the marsh explains why it is mainly dry except for the 

small stream flowing northward through it. There is no food left for the beavers to eat and 

judging from the deterioration and broken dam, they have not been here for several years. This 

is a cyclical part of nature and some time in the future, these flat - tailed, tree chewing rodents 

will return H!

As we followed the shoreline eastward, towards the sound of tumbling water, we located a 

small flat outcrop of mixed quartz, feldspar which at high water, would not be visible.

Using grub hoes we opened up the small exposure a bit and discovered a good quantity of 

sharply formed garnet crystals l cm - 2 1/z cm.

NOTE: For plotting onto a future map - after staking, I have taken and recorded GPS 

positions for all Garnet exposures and pegmatite dykes as located on All past and present 

prospecting trips. These positions will be identified on the Map with corresponding 

legend identifiers.

We collected a few samples and proceeded eastward to the creek. Now exposed are distinct
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E -W trending bands of schist and pegmatic intrusions striking parallel to the schist. After 

spending approximately l hour prospecting and examining the banding, I conclude that there is 

much intermixing of garnet bearing schist and low quality pegmatite material which also has a 

considerable proportion of garnet. The only consistent feature of this (exposed) area is a band 

of schist that crosses the creek and picturesque water falls. This small creek as it tumbles over 

a ridge in "steps", about 10 meters to the creek and pool below. From here the creek runs in a 

NE direction about 15-20 degrees, eventually draining in the Kabikotitwia River, (Ess creek).

The band of garnets crossing the creek at the waterfalls strikes almost E - W. This band may 

run 30 - 40 "/o garnets of various sizes from a few centimeters to over 10 cm. in size. For the 

most part, the garnets are rounded and weathered due to exposure, glaciation and action of 

water over the years.

This particular band of garnet continues down to the bottom of the waterfalls. Length of this 

band and the others southward is not known and will require more prospecting and examining 

any outcrops along the projected line of strike.

Width of this system (N-S) as seen and identified is about 100+ meters and again length 

unknown. The quartz - albite "dykes" contain (for the most part) smaller l - 3 cm garnets 

with better color (red) and crystal structure. One small exposure contains a weathered and 

easily broken feldspar, quartz and small flake mica (silvery - muscovite?) bedrock, 

impregnated with excellent coffee brown garnets. This material can be broken and individual 

garnets removed or with care, can be broken into specimens for thumbnail collectors of 

excellent 2"x 3" specimens.
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So far, we have not discovered any previous activity (old trenching - pits) to indicate prior 

testing of the garnet zones or pegmatites.

I have recorded a OPS position for this expansive site and refer to it as GT-5, all being 

sequential to other locations from GT-5 - GT-0 westward near the NE trending ponds and 

marsh.

J expect the pool below the water falls contains a large amount of garnets and garnet 

fragments which in warmer weather I would like to remove some and examine them for the 

remote possibility that some gem quality material may be recovered.

As it is about l :30 PM, I want to take a quick trip eastward to an outcrop containing garnets 

of a large size discovered in September, 2003 by Marc Gaudreau - MNDM. Since I have a 

GPS position, it doesn't take long to get to the area. When we arrived, I showed Marlene the 

many garnets Marc and I had left behind. I also showed her a large feldspar crystal, imbedded 

in pegmatite about 20 meters south of the garnets.

NOTE: Photos are taken on All trips and several will appear within the Assessment Report 

for 2003.

Returning to the garnet outcrop, we began to remove overburden along the east vertical end. 

We removed many garnets, up to 3 Vz" diameter, coated in a gold sheen mica, separating some 

that showed a fairly good crystal form. By 3 PM I decided to sort a few to bring out and make 

notes. A short while later, I heard a "wow" and turning towards Marlene observed her 

holding a large 'rock". She was wiping the dirt off a large garnet. It is the largest garnet I've 

ever seen and has good crystal faces although, it is covered with the mica that coats the rest of 

those extracted.
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I took some photos and Marlene carefully wrapped and packed it for the trip back to the 

ATV, approximately 3/* mile westward. This location, discovered September 17, 2003 is now 

designated GT-2. On the way out, about 100 meters east of the marsh while descending the 

high plateau, I located another zone of schist with small garnets. Unfortunately we do not have 

the time to make an examination of the outcrop.

We got back to the ATV about 5 PM and back to Sudbury about 6:30 PM.

End of Trip
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A Garnet Crystal - November 11. 2003

The large garnet found by Marlene Carr has been slowly cleaned of dirt and loosened mica. 

Soaking in warm water and soap helps to swell most mica so a good scrubbing with a stiff 

"veggie" brush removes loose material. A small nylon brash on a rotary drill may be used to 

enhance the crystal faces without scratching the surfaces.

Completing this phase, I will then polish the faces using a tooth brush and toothpaste then, a 

rinse in warm water. Because of its large size I do not expect to obtain a brilliant red surface.

The Crystal: Type - Almandine

System - Isometric

Weight - approximately 7 pounds

Size - 5" W x 6" L x 4 W high.

Color - Reddish Brown.

End of Pre - Staking Report.
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Loughrin - Sketch: Peg-GT-2

Garnets in Schist

large gamets xls to 6" D.

.j&r 
Pegmatite Ridge

Mixed Bush

Feldspar Exposure

Drawn by
D Hanes - Wolverine Exp. 

April 5, 2004

" Not to Scale " 
See Pre - Staking Report
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November 12,2003 Loughrin Twp.

Since it is nearing the end of my field work for this year (2003), l am taking 2 helpers with 

me to Claims 3018914 and 3018915; contiguous claims on the boundary of Davis and 

Loughrin Twps., both being in Loughrin Twp. Purpose of this field trip is to evaluate the 

extent of a garnet zone near a waterfall (GT-5).

We drove from Sudbury eastward to the Kukagami Lake Road then northward to the Trans 

Canada Trail.

Unloading the ATV we drove to Crerar, then, southward over a 14 mile section of corduroy 

road, now water covered and l section of 100 feet of frozen over with about 2" of ice which we 

broke through and barely got to the other end, then drove another 2 km to the new claims area.

At the end of the ATV trail we parked and took our gear then proceeded to the pond - marsh 

area shown on my map as GT-0.

I had helper Adam clear off some overburden from GT-0 while Marlene and I examined a 

large, 5 meter wide, 10 meter long x 3 meter high exposure of what appears to be, almost solid 

garnet.

The west face of this outcrop which trends N-S is covered with protruding garnets. I broke 

some garnets out and noted that they are quite weathered but of a dark red - brown color, and 

appear to be coarsely granular as is the outcrop itself.

Further southward, another outcrop in line with this outcrop, contained garnets in a badly 

decomposing mix of feldspar and mica. Here also, the garnets were weathered and easily
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broken.

This outcrop is shown as GT-3. Eastward across the marsh about 40 meters is a separate zone 

of garnets which are completely superior to those of GT-3. This zone extends N - NE about 15 

meters. Eventually, samples from each garnet zone (GT'S) will be collected and submitted to a 

lab to determine quality of these garnets for use as abrasive material.

As there is abundant garnet available for commercial application, (NY state) and a project in 

progress near Mattawa ON., the local material, if quality and quantity prove viable could be of 

use some time down the road.

My other objective in this area is to locate pegmatite that can be used as aggregate material, 

ornamental stone and possibly zones of Quartz and Albite Feldspar that can be commercially 

extracted at a profit.

Although it will take a great deal of work to examine and test the many pegmatite located 

and others not found yet, garnets are in contact with or close by and can not be ignored. 

Mapping will eventually encompass the known garnet and pegmatite zones within these 

claims.

So far, we have endeavored to closely examine the garnet areas and, in places were the 

garnets are of good quality, samples have been collected, brought home and cleaned. Several 

zones have garnets, single or in matrix of very good quality and a small market exist for the 

sale of these specimens.

Eastward about 20 meters from GT-0 is a quartz vein that appears to be of excellent quality. 

Stripping off some overburden, this vein, about 2' wide, does not extend any great distance.
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Several more exposures of pegmatite were located as we moved eastward, up a steep hill 

towards the marsh, creek area at GT-5.

When we entered the perimeter of the marsh, I decided to proceed northward along the joint 

claim lines of 3018914 and 3018915 and start to prospect outcrops and larger exposures. 

Following this line allows for an accurate plotting onto a Map the exposures as we locate them.

Along the line on the north shore of the marsh there are very few outcrops and these are quite 

small. About 60 meters north of the marsh, cutting the line is a fairly expansive exposure 

rising about 10 meters above a bench of broken wall rock and the underlying bedrock. I broke 

off a large piece of loose rock that was mostly buried under years of forest debris. A quick 

look at the broken pieces showed a mass of garnets from 3 cm up to approximately 8-10 cm.

Marlene and Adam had climbed up the ridge and in several spots they scraped moss and dirt 

away, more garnets. We spent about l hour doing random narrow trenching along a portion of 

its 80 meter length vertically, plus, the almost flat lying cap of this large exposure.

As it is about l :30 PM, we take a lunch break and then I think we will start to strip off 

selected areas and check the quality of the garnets. This exposure has an E - W trend and, 

according to GPS positioning of garnet zones east and west of here, the possibility exists that 

these are a continuous system. This could run true for some of the pegmatite which have been 

in contact or close proximity to zones of garnet.

While Marlene and Adam worked on areas along the garnet exposure, I prospected west 

along the end of the exposure. There appears to be a dip in the garnet bearing rock which is
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overlain by hard, fine grained mica schist with considerable quartz inclusion possibly gneiss. 

This type of rock is barren of garnet. The top of the plateau is fairly flat lying with a gulley 

cutting it on the north side. West, the topography slopes downward into a wet area, opening 

into a bowl shaped depression, with overburden covered hills surrounding it. The north side of 

the plateau is again fine grained schist with a small pegmatite intrusion emitting from the west 

vertical wall.

After examining the stripped areas my helpers had worked on and the exposed south face of 

the vertical ridge, it is very clear that this exposure is saturated with garnets, some areas 

showing clusters of large garnets, compacted into a solid mass weighing many pounds. One of 

these clusters containing about 6 garnets was removed and I took it home, cleaned it and 

donated it to a place in a case at the Resident Geologist office in Sudbury. This cluster was 

removed from a matrix of loosely packed mica schist, being mainly small flakes of silvery - 

gold mica with very little amphibole or quartz.

Working on open seams and weathered chlorite schist, we were able to located and extract 

many loose garnet crystals. These crystals varied in size from about 2 cm to about 8 cm. 

Many of the crystals are extremely well formed, deep red in color some are almost free of the 

surrounding chlorite schist. Depending on the location, some good crystals have a coating of 

silvery mica schist, some of which can be cleaned off with warm Oxalic acid.

We packed up some of the better specimens and before we leave, I decided to check around a 

large, partially buried piece of wall rock. Following the rock downward, I removed dirt, roots 

and broken garnet bearing rock. Soon I was recovering many large crystals, lying loose in a
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weathered seam of almost pure silver - gold muscovite mica. These garnets are a good red 

color distinct crystal faces and vary from 7 to 12 cm in diameter. The potential definitely 

exists for a good supply of specimens for mineral collectors. Cleaning takes time and care, 

keeping crystals moist in paper towel helps when cleaning time comes.

It would be a guess but, from observations on site, there could be approximately 30 - 40^0 

garnet content within this plateau.

Darkness will soon be upon us so we must leave, now  , it is near 4:30 PM.

- End of Trip -
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November 19,2003 Peg. - Davis — Loughrin Twps.

Wednesday, November 19, 2003

Today, I accompanied Marc Geaudreau, Support Geologist, MNDM, Sudbury, on a field trip 

to locate and examine possible feldspar, quartz pegmatite in the vicinity of and within 

Wolverine Exploration Claims in Loughrin Twp., on the south side of Davis Twp...

We accessed the area via the Old North Road out of Markstay and an unmaintained section 

of the old township road to Crerar. Total distance via this route is about 30 km.

Our first examination was a dyke crossing the road, some 60+ meters south of a narrow E-W 

trending lake. This unnamed lake has l camp on it and part of Wolverine Exploration Claim 

1199038 which contains a portion of an old (1920's) feldspar quarry. The feldspar crossing the 

road has a massive chunk broken (blasted?) off the west end. Feldspar is darker reddish - 

brown and very coarse texture, being large portions of clean spar with quartz and mica as 

accessory minerals common in most feldspar quarries. Marc and l agree that this is a 

continuous system tat extends westward, over 3A mile to the Wolverine Exploration Claim. At 

the west end the feldspar is cut by micaceous material, some with small garnets enclosed.

From this position we can only assume the general strike of this (dyke?) eastward. Due to 

the extreme overburden thickness and lack of visible outcrops there is no way to determine if 

the aforementioned road exposure continues eastward to form an extensive system that evolves 

into a finer grained pegmatite dyke that we located running parallel to and entering Wolverine 

Exploration Claim 3018914. This dyke is distinctly different in overall composition from the 

mainly massive feldspar system to the west. The pegmatite on Wolverine Exploration Claim
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3018914 is coarse grained with the feldspar, quartz being more equally distributed. Though 

they are coarse in nature, individually, the components are much smaller overall. Extraction of 

large masses of either feldspar or quartz would be impossible.

Another noticeable feature is the narrow dyke - like appearance of the pegmatite (s) in this 

area. Also, most pegmatite within Wolverine Exploration Claim 3018914 and northerly into 

Davis Twp. are visible protrusions above surface and easily traceable east   north east. Near 

the outlet of the beaver pond, approximately 40 meters from start of dyke, there is a shift in 

direction from mainly east to almost north along the creek. East of the pond and north about 

10 meters, there is a large expanse of albite feldspar which appears to be isolated from the 

mixed pegmatite both west and east of it.

SEE MAP: Loughrin Peg-GT-3 for details.

Another possibility for this exposure could be that is the continuation of the mainly 

Albite - Quartz pegmatite that runs along the east side of the marsh - pond.

Approximate length of E-W dyke is about 250 meters with a width of up to 10+ meters and 

varying heights of 3   10 meters, exposed.

As noted with all previous Pegmatite or Garnet discoveries, the other is present in close 

proximity and remains a fact here also. As we only have a short time before leaving, I located 

garnets on both sides of the pond, some being very well formed.

To map all the pegmatite and garnet zones is going to be a very complex undertaking, 

especially when dealing with metamorphic zones and a possible N E - S W fault cutting along
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the creek and pond   marsh system.

We have several samples and are running out of time but have decided to make a quick trip 

into Wolverine Exploration Claim 3018915 to the waterfalls and examine and sample a zone 

on a vertical ridge of Albite Feldspar.

After examining the exposure which contacts GT-5 on the south it is apparent that there are 

some potentially good zones of white albite. There is also some quartz veining throughout and 

without drilling off a portion of the faice the purity of the albite and true volume are unknown. 

The face and top of the exposure have been glaciated and worn smooth, making it impossible 

at this time to obtain a good clean sample. The exposure does extend downward below 

surface, how far - unknown.

We were able to find some pieces that had broken free and covered with overburden.

Overall dimensions of the Albite portion of this exposure are about 60 meters long, N-S and 

10 meters high. Width can not be determined at this time.

We packed a couple broken pieces each and proceeded back to Sudbury, arriving at my place 

about 6PM.

-EndofTrip-
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Photos 

Loughrin Twp.

Claims 3018914
And 

Claim 3018915

Pegmatites and Garnets 

2003



Parallel bands - Gneiss -t- Quartz, Mica and Garnets GT-5
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Waterfalls and pool ~ Garnet band crosses E-W GT-5

Ridge L ut" vvaierlalls Albite and Quail/. 
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Marlene Carr - Large Almandine garnet 5 W diameter - 7 pounds

Dave Hanes - Pegmatite L ol' G T - 5, mainly albite.
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November 27, 2003 - Loughrin Feldspar Quarry + Pegmatite - GT-2

Thursday, November 27, 2003

It is late in the season and I had hoped to get at least l day in the field before snow or high 

water over a portion of our only access "road-corduroy" made it impossible.

When we (Marlene Carr and Dave Hanes) started out there was no guarantee that we would 

be able to get in today. Our last trip in on November 12, 2003, (3 on the ATV), it was an 

adventure that I did not want to repeat.

First stop is on Wolverine Exploration and Marlene Carr Claim 1199038, the old Feldspar 

Quarry adjoining the south (E-W) Twp. line of Davis Twp. and adjoining patented lot S50451. 

We reached the quarry about 9:3 O AM, (l 1A from home in Sudbury).

We are going to re-examine the middle feldspar zone which lies just west of the trail (old 

wagon road) and SW of the main quarry. This property lies about 3A of a mile south of the old 

RR station and siding at Crerar. Feldspar and Quartz were transported by wagon (summer) and 

sleigh (winter) during the mid 1920's. Research through old records indicates this was a busy 

time through-out the region, plus Quebec and my home town of Bancroft which had many 

Feldspar Quarries and "mines" operating. Some of these small operations were able to extract 

and ship some tonnage of quartz and mica along with the feldspar.

There could be a rebirth in the Industrial Mineral Sector to re-evaluate (as we are) some of 

these old workings for feldspar (var. albite) along with High Purity Silica and the possibility 

that some multi-colored (clean) pegmatite may be suitable for aggregate or solid masses 

utilized as ornamental stone.
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The old adage "leave no stone unturned", could well apply here.

When we arrived at the middle zone which has previously been blasted and then the broken 

pieces piled in 2 rows, about 4 meters apart. There is considerable tonnage of loose material 

and the floor is still in feldspar   quartz with mica comprising only a small percentage of the 

total removed. We pulled small sections of the piled material apart and the most noticeable 

material NOT in these rows is pink-red spar.

The remaining material consists mainly of many tones of Quartz and white feldspar. The 

Quartz which runs from milky white to a semi-translucent nature and previous Analysis of 

some Quartz (regardless of color) returned SiO2 values of over 990A. Much quartz lies broken 

in all sizes and in place in the walls of the main quarry, extending S-SW towards this middle 

zone which also has large quantities "in place".

Personally, I believe that the quartz could be sorted and stockpiled for High Purity Silica that 

could be combined with the High Purity Silica on Wolverine Exploration - Marlene Carr 

Claim 1199037, about 1.75 km NE. of here and accessible by the same road that traverses 

southward to Hwy. 17 at Markstay.

The Albite, which is fairly abundant and also lying loose and in place would be much more 

difficult to extract and separate from the Quartz. There are a couple of zones, one, slightly S W 

of the middle zone that consists of Albite but the exposure has been glaciated to a near flat 

lying position and obtaining a sizeable sample for testing is not feasible until I can bring in my 

Cobra rock drill and remove some samples. It is imperative that a good clean sample, possibly 

2-3 feet down and away from the outer edges of the exposure be obtained to facilitate proper
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testing for purity of the Albite. Another section of Albite lies at the north end, near the wagon 

road which extends about 1.5 meters above the floor. Broken samples (small) from the edge 

do not appear to be of a clean - white color so again, drilling need be done to get "inside" this 

material.

Should the albite from this claim not meet standards necessary, then the quartz in still a 

viable commodity and the remainder of all material (feldspar - all colors) and left over quartz 

may be usable as an aggregate. All operations could be set up on site, crushing, screening 

washing and stockpiling in different sixes, ready for shipping.

NOTE: See Sketch for dimensions and details, Sketch: Loughrin - 038-1. This sketch is in 

Assessment Report - Claim 199038 - Page VII. Dimensions of Quarry are on Page 3 of 

Report.

We have collected 3 samples for a possible client to examine, pink spar, quartz (opaque) and 

a piece of Albite broken from a large piece of mixed material near the main quarry. Marlene 

also dug out (middle zone) a piece of Albite with a l" quartz vein cutting it and on the contact 

face there are about 15 garnets about l - 1.5 cm with good crystal faces and deep red brown 

color. Much of the surface of this 4 kg piece is coated with broken garnets and aggregates of 

non crystalline garnet.

The garnet here, bedrock location unknown, is not entirely unexpected as seams of garnets 

have been found in 3 different locations within this claim.

The garnets found before today were small, less than 2 cm and in hard schist or in l instance,
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in a seam of weathered, decomposing feldspar - schist.

At the present, there is no need or time to try and locate the source of the garnets in the 

middle zone.

It is near noon so we are going to move over to Claims 3018914 and 3018915 and complete 

the day prospecting on an area at the north end of the marsh - pond on Claim 3018914.

Driving to the end of the trail I parked the ATV and we proceeded to follow a pegmatite dyke 

east towards the pond. The forest cover is thick with a mixture of pine, spruce, birch poplar 

and an assortment of brush, tag alders and dead ferns that tend to "reach out" and grab you as 

you fight your way through.

We had to descend into the gulley on the north side of the pegmatite as it is steeply inclined 

and our travel has now shifted with the dyke to a more northerly direction. Now at the creek 

which is also the outlet for all the ponds and marshes that extends through the claim to our 

southern claim line near the No. 3 post. All water in this system of ponds and those in the next 

(east) claim 3018915 flow northward, eventually emptying into Ess Creek.

Our present position at the bottom of a semi-waterfalls is about 6-8 metes below pond level.

Climbing to the top of the hill on the eastside of the creek is nasty and anyone within earshot 

learned the "scientific" names for those ankle grabbin "unprintable" plants.

The pegmatite appears to end at the west side of the creek. On visual examination of the 

rock on either side of the creek - ponds the ragged nature of much of the east side and the 

vertical incline of approximately 40+ meters suggests the possibility of a N - NE trending 

fault,   though not a major fault, following northward could intersect the Ess Creek Fault
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System (3faults), which is part of and in the vicinity of the McLaren Lake Fault which is very 

pronounced along the old CNR Line, abandoned, now part of the Trans Canada Trail.

We did not follow the creek northward to examine a massive exposure with a near vertical 

face on the south side. This I'll leave for future prospecting as we need to complete the work 

in the vicinity of the pond. At pond level on a point of rock, there is a seam of garnet bearing 

schist, with varying amounts of quartz mixed in the schist. Some of the schist is quite soft and 

we were able to extract several matrix samples and abundant loose garnets. The garnets are 

quite sharp with clean crystal faces, several being cleaned up to insert in thumbnail boxes. 

This narrow seam (about l meter wide) was opened up for about 4 meters by Marlene and 

notable is the direction  N-NE, whereas a seam within the pegmatite on the west side of the 

dam has a E-W trend, with pegmatite veering N-NE.

While Marlene Carr worked around the garnet zone which is now GT-9,1 prospected 

northward and eastward to try and locate either more pegmatite or a northern extension of the 

albite that runs N -NE on the east side of the pond. Some 10-15 meters north and east of the 

GT-9 area is the aforementioned flat lying exposure of albite. Moving along the side of the 

uneven north side of the ridge, I did not locate any albite or pegmatite. The bedrock here being 

mainly fine grained mica - quartz schist, and free of garnet. Overburden in the gulley (fault?) 

is quite thick with heavy forest cover.

Back up on top I examined 3 exposures, east of the albite exposure which I can now assume 

is an extension of the albite - quartz dykes on the east side of pond - marsh. The strike 

direction of these and GT-9 and the albite exposure are basically the same being mainly N-S.
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Oddly enough and just to confuse the issue, the 3 exposures N-NE of GT-9 are narrow dyke 

like above ground structures with gaps of about 10-25 meters between and have a 

pronounced E-W direction but, trending about 10-15 degrees n of east. Without mechanical 

stripping it will be impossible to determine the true picture of the contacts of 3 distinct 

geological features. These pegmatites appear to be fairly consistent, comprising a good mix of 

pink - white feldspar and quartz.

Rough measurements and OPS positions have been recorded and all details are plotted on the 

Map of Sketches as necessary. Total length of the narrow ( 10-15 meters) pegmatite from the 

west end visible exposure, non assumed, to the creek is about 170 meters, then the creek area, 

no visible exposure of pegmatite, and finally 80 meters to the east end of known pegmatite 

dyke. It is starting to snow and close to 3:30PM so it is time to pack and head home. On the 

way out we realized that the low ground on the corduroy section of the trail is filling with 

water coming from the hills north and south and will soon be too deep to traverse even by my 

ATV.

We have been fortunate to complete field work this late in the season (end of Nov.) so now I 

conclude the end of field work for 2003.

- End of Assess Report for 2003 -
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GPS POSITIONS
Pegmatites, Garnets and Twp. Boundary Monument 

Claims 3018914 A 3018915

GT-O N 46 37 .391 Garnet in South end of N striking dyke.
W 080 31 .118 Large Garnets.

GT-1 N 46 37 .427 Edge of Pegmatite Dyke - Minor Quartz-
W 080 31 .079 Mica with Albite Feldspar. Garnets in seam at marsh.

GT-2 N 46 37 .370 Large Exposure of Garnets Pegmatite dyke and Quartz.
W 080 30 .603 All sizes of garnet - up to 6" in Diameter.

GT-3 N 4637 .371 Decomposed Mica in weathered "dyke". Loose Garnets
W 080 31 .145 of poor quality. West side of Marsh. Probable S-SW

 Extension of zone N - E on east of Marsh.

GT-4 N 46 37 .354 Vein on side of ridge plunges near vertical into pond.
W 080 31 .170 Well formed xls with good wine color.

GT-5 N 46 37 .362 Beaver Pond Garnets, Excellent
W 080 30 .820 at water falls ( Trend E-W )

GT-6 N 46 37 .358 Outcrop Garnets on side hill east of
W 080 31 .089 GT-1 Se GT-O Se GT-3

GT-7 N 46 37 .360 Outcrop west of WPT 325
W 080 30 .846 Good Garnets. Shore of dry, beaver pond.

GT-8 N 46 37.334 Bottom of 15 meter high ridge.
W 080 30 .990 GARNETS NO. l East end.

GT-9 N 46 37 .498 Garnets, North end of Pond on point,
W 080 31 .039 Beaver Dam.

LD-TM N 46 37 .472 Township boundary in bush.
W 080 31 .092 Loughrin - Davis Township Marker

ALB-1 N 46 37 .385 O/C - Waterfalls - Peg. - Albite Ridge
W 080 30 .817 2 m wide x 23 m long x 15 m high.
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Proposals for 2004 field work

First item on the agenda for 2004 as soon as the Markstay - Crerar road dries up is to bring in 

a bulldozer - excavator and open up a better route to the marsh - pond area on Claim 3018914.

A more direct and open trail was partially flagged from No. 4 post area to the marsh on April 

8, 2004. This trail will allow me to bring my ATV and gear much closer to the project area. A 

fairly direct route exists from the marsh at GT-0 to GT-5.

As of this writing (April 18, 2004) preliminary plans are underway to have a professional 

geologist and 2 geology students from the State University of New Paltz, New York State visit 

the claims as a hands on work project.

The students want to get "hands on" field experience to enable them to gain employment 

with mining companies in the USA or possibly Canada.

According to a newly released Pre Cambrian Geology (Map P.3535) at the N. E. Symposium 

in Sudbury, April 13 - 14, 2004 the area within and much of the surrounding land has not been 

mapped in detail.

My main objective, which coincides with an opinion by Marc Gaudreau, Support Geologist, 

RGO - Sudbury, is to Map in detail, the pegmatite and garnet bearing zones within Wolverine 

Exploration Claims 3018914 and 3018915, Loughrin Twp.

As stated previously plans are in the preliminary stages. Mapping will be plotted onto map 

blanks, with waterways preplotted. A base line will be cut and all data tied to this line and the 

outer perimeter claim lines and posts.
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Maps will be completed on a 1:1,000 scale and the Legend will use the same symbols as Map 

P.3535. Final Map will probably be colored, also using the same Map P.3535 color guidelines.

There are a great number of pegmatite and garnet zones already located and these will also be 

plotted on the new map.

It is hoped to drill some exposure outcrops to get a clean face for a more accurate geological 

profile.

These 2 claims are within a Metamorphic zone with the Grenville Front and a major Fault on 

the north while N - slightly NE minor faults cross the claims.

No timetable has been set but we are hoping to commence sometime during June, 2004. 

Progress reports and data will be completed daily and all Reports, Maps etc. will be 

forwarded to Datve Hanes, Wolverine Exploration for Final Report and Map compilation. I, 

(Dave Hanes) will be in the field while work is in progress.

End

Dave Hanes, April 18, 2004
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Assessment Costs 2003

Pre - staking - September 17, 2003
Dave Hanes and Marc Gaudreau - MNDM

Prospecting - Dave Hanes l day ————— S 150.00
Food ————-——————————— S 10.00
Photos —~~———————~————— S 10.00

Total = S 170.00

September 26, 2003
Trip is approximately 80 km round trip by van to Trans Canada Trail

Prospecting — Dave Hanes l day ————— S 150.00
Adam Carr, helper———— S 80.00

Transportation: - Van ——————————— S 32.00
UseofATV ————-— S 25.00

Food ——————————————- S 10.00
Misc. : Sample bags, Photos. ——— S 20.00

Total = S 317.00

October 1,2003
Prospecting - Dave Hanes l day———— S 150.00

Marlene Carr l day ——- S 150.00
Transportation: - Van —————————— S 32.00

UseofATV —-———- S 25.00
Food: —————————————— S 10.00

Total = S 367.00
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October 21, 2003 

Photos taken on all trips, costs submitted only for complete rolls processed.

Prospecting: Dave Hanes l day ——————————S 150.00 
MarleneCarr l day ————————S 150.00

Transportation: Van ————————————— S 32.00
UseofATV ————————— S 25.00

Food: —————~~~—————~~————— S 10.00
Total = S 367.00

Total Pre Staking = S1221.00

Post staking Assessment Costs Loughrin Twp. - 2003

Claim 3018914 staked October 23, 2003 
Claim 3018915 staked October 26, 2003 
Post staking activities commenced on November 12, 2003

November 12, 2003 Dave Hanes, Marlene Carr and Adam Carr, helper.
Activities, Prospecting by Dave Hanes and Marlene Carr, Mapping and OPS positioning of
outcrops, Dave Hanes.

Overburden stripping, removal of samples for cleaning and evaluating, Dave Hanes, Marlene 
Carr and Adam Carr.

Prospecting: Dave Hanes l day——————————— S 150.00 
MarleneCarr l day———————— S 150.00

Helper, Adam Carr l day ———————— S 100.00
Transportation: Van —————————————————— S 32.00 

UseofATV —————————— S 25.00
Food for 3 people—————————————— S 15.00
Misc. Photos - Sample Bags —————————— S 12.00

Total ^ S 484.00
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November 19,2003

Dave Hanes and Marc Gaudreau

Prospecting - Dave Hanes - l day ———————————S150.00 
Food: —————————————————— S 10.00

Total = S 160.00

November 27,2003

Prospecting, Mapping, Sampling and photo:

Prospecting - Dave Hanes - l day ——————————— S 150.00 
Marlene Carr- l day ————————S 150.00

Transportation - Van —————————————————— S 32.00 
UseofATV ——————————S 25.00

Food, Sample bags - photos ———————————————— S 15.00
Total ~ S372.00

Office: Dave Hanes and Marlene Carr: Preliminary Report and Sketches by Dave Hanes and 
Marlene Carr completed during March and April, 2004

Pre staking Report - sketches Dave Hanes 8-10 hours x S15.00 hour. = S120.00 
Pre staking Report, MarleneCarr 6 hours x S 15.00 = ————— S 90.00 
Post staking Report and Map, Dave Hanes 10 hours x S 15.00 hour = 5150.00 
Post staking Report Marlene Carr 10 hours x S15.00 = —~~——~ S150.00 

Office supplies: Photo Copies of color photos, Report and Maps and folders
Cover pages = ——— S 28.00 

Maps - Report purchase = ———— S 12.00
Total = S550.00

Total Pre Staking = Si221.00
Total Post Staking ^ S1016.00

Total Office Se supplies = S 550.00
Total Assessment for 2003 = S2787.00
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ONTARIO MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT AND MINES

Transaction No: 
Recording Date: 
Approval Date:

Client(s):

303218

Survey Type(s):

W0470.01144 

2004-J U L-16 

2004-JUL-21

Work Report Summary

Status: APPROVED

Work Done from: 2003-SEP-17

to: 2003-OCT-21

WOLVERINE EXPLORATION & MINERAL RECOVERY

PROSP

Work Report Details:

Claim* Perform

S 3018914 3600

S 3018915 3621

31,221

External Credits:

Reserve:

Perform Applied 
Approve Applied Approve

3600 S600 3600

3621 S621 3621

S1.221 31,221 31,221

SO

Assign Reserve 
Assign Approve Reserve Approve Due Date

SO 0 SO SO 2006-NOV-05

SO 0 SO 30 2006-NOV-05

SO SO SO 30

SO Reserve of Work Report*: W0470.01144

30 Total Remaining

Status of claim is based on information currently on record.

41I10SE2018 2.28132 LOUGHRIN 900

2004-Jul-28 11:43 armstrongjd Page 1 of 1



W'"!jSf ONTARIO MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT AND MINES

Transaction No: 
Recording Date: 
Approval Date:

Client(s):

303218

Survey Type(s):

W0470.01145

2004-JUL-16

2004-JUL-21

Work Report Summary

Status: APPROVED
Work Done from: 2003-NOV-12

to: 2003-NOV-27

WOLVERINE EXPLORATION S MINERAL RECOVERY

PROSP

Work Report Details:
Perform Applied Assign Reserve 

Claim* Perform Approve Applied Approve Assign Approve Reserve Approve Due Date

S 3018914 31,556 31,556 3800 3800 3756 756 SO

S 3018915 SO SO 3756 S756 30 0 30

S1,556 81,556 51,556 31,556 3756 3756 30

External Credits: SO

Reserve:

SO 2008-NOV-05

SO 2008-NOV-05

SO

SO Reserve of Work Report*: W0470.01145

SO Total Remaining

Status of claim is based on information currently on record.

2004-Jul-28 11:47 armstrong.d Page 1 of 1



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Date:2004-JUL-21

Ministers du
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

DAVE ROSS HANES
WOLVERINE EXPLORATION S MINERAL
RECOVERY
100 KENT CT.
SUITE #106
SUDBURY, ONTARIO
P3A 4R5 CANADA

Dear Sir or Madam

Ontario
GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
933 RAMSEY LAKE ROAD, 6th FLOOR 
SUDBURY, ONTARIO 
P3E 6B5

Tel: (888) 415-9845 
Fax:(877)670-1555

Submission Number: 2.28132 
Transaction Number(s): W0470.01144

W0470.01145

Subject: Approval of Assessment Work

We have approved your Assessment Work Submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The attached 
Work Report Summary indicates the results of the approval.

At the discretion of the Ministry, the assessment work performed on the mining lands noted in this work 
report may be subject to inspection and/or investigation at any time.

If you have any question regarding this correspondence, please contact STEVEN BENETEAU by email at 
steve.beneteau@ndm.gov.on.ea or by phone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours Sincerely,

/f,
Ron.C. Gashinski

Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section

Cc: Resident Geologist

Wolverine Exploration S Mineral Recovery 
(Claim Holder)

Assessment File Library

Wolverine Exploration 8* Mineral Recovery 
(Assessment Office)

Visit our website at http://www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm Page: 1 Correspondence 10:19674
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